
SUTHERLAND: Scientists in South Africa on
Friday launched the world’s first optical telescope
linked to a radio telescope, combining “eyes and
ears” to try to unravel the secrets of the universe.
The device forms part of the Square Kilometre
Array (SKA) project in the remote Karoo desert,
which will be the world’s most powerful radio tele-
scope system.

The latest move combines the new optical tele-
scope MeerLITCH-Dutch for ‘more light’-with the
recently-completed 64-dish MeerKAT radio tele-
scope, located 200 kilometers away. “We are lis-
tening and looking at the sky at the same time-that
is a completely novel concept in astronomy world-
wide,” Paul Groot, from Radboud university in the
Netherlands, told AFP. “This is the eyes, with the
MeerKAT being the ears as a radio telescope. It is
fantastic to see what amazing views it produces.”

Astronomers have previously had to wait for a
cosmic incident to be picked up by a radio tele-
scope and then carry out optic observations after-
wards. But combining MeerLITCH, in the small
town of Sutherland, with MeerKAT, also in the
sparsely-populated North Cape province, will
allow simultaneous study of cosmic events as they
occur. The project has been six years in the mak-
ing by a joint-team of South African, Dutch and

British scientists. “It is the first time you have a tel-
escope that will track a radio telescope so that if
there are discoveries that are made, you will be
able to follow up,” Phil Mjwara, director general in
the South African ministry of Science and
Technology, told reporters.

The optical telescope, built in the Netherlands

and shipped to South Africa, uses a main mirror
just 65 centimetres in diameter and a single 100
megapixel detector measuring 10 cm x 10 cm. It is
housed in a white dome-shaped building made of
carbon fibre to protect it against temperature fluc-
tuations in the Karoo desert, which was chosen for
its clear skies, dry climate and lack of pollution.

Among the priorities for MeerLICHT, which
cost about $1.1 million (940,000 euros), is the
study of black holes, neutron stars and stellar
explosions, which must be scrutinised quickly
before they fade away. “The study of exploding
stars across the universe will gain a whole new
dimension,” said University of Cape Town profes-
sor Patrick Woudt, a senior scientist working on
the telescope.

MeerLICHT boasts of a huge field of view that
allows astronomers to see an area 13 times the size
of the full moon in exquisite detail, and pick up
objects one million times fainter than is possible
with the human eye. “The brilliant thing is that we
are tracking at the same time with the two tele-
scopes, so as soon as we see something in the
radio we can look back in time,” said Ben
Stappers, an astronomer from Manchester
University. “Flashes of radio emission known as
Fast Radio Bursts may now be ‘caught in the act’.
Hopefully we can finally determine the origin of
these enigmatic flashes.” When fully operational in
the 2020s, the SKA will comprise a forest of
3,000 dishes spread over an area of a square kilo-
meter across remote terrain in several countries to
allow astronomers to peer into space to an unpar-
alleled depth. — AFP 

Foxconn unit
to raise $4.2bn
in China IPO
SHANGHAI: A unit of electronics manufactur-
ing giant Foxconn said it will launch an initial
public offering in China aimed at raising $4.2
billion, in the biggest mainland debut for three
years. Taiwan’s Foxconn Industrial Internet,
which makes electronic devices, cloud service
equipment and industrial robots, will float 10
percent of its total shares, according to a
prospectus filed late Tuesday with the
Shanghai stock exchange.

Taipei-based Foxconn itself, which is also
known as Hon Hai Precision Industry Co, is the
world’s largest electronics contract manufactur-
er, a major supplier of components and assem-

bler of products by international brands such as
Apple and Sony. Foxconn Industrial Internet will
issue 1.97 billion new shares at 13.77 yuan per
share to raise 27.1 billion yuan ($4.2 billion).  The
IPO would be the biggest in mainland China
since a market crash in 2015 and one of the
largest ever for the country’s stock exchanges.

Foxconn said it will use the funds raised to
upgrade its smart manufacturing, build internet
platforms to connect factories and invest in
cloud computing and fifth-generation commu-
nication technologies in its mainland factories.
The IPO comes as Beijing is pushing to attract
more listings on mainland markets by domestic
Chinese technology companies. Analysts say
that push is part of broader plans to become a
global technology leader. Foxconn, which is
one of China’s largest single employers, has
around a million workers at its factories across
the country, plus operations in more than 10
countries including Vietnam, Brazil and
Mexico. — AFP 
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A picture taken on May 25, 2018 shows the Southern African Large Telescope (SALT)
at the South African Astronomical Observatory (SAAO) near Sutherland, where a new
telescope, MeerLICHT, has been inaugurated. — AFP photos

A SpaceX Falcon 9 rocket lifts off from Space Launch Complex 4E at Vandenberg Air
Force Base in California. — AFP 

Heightened 
debate in US
as EU privacy 
rules take effect
WASHINGTON: Amid a global scramble to
comply with new EU data protections laws,
the debate on privacy has intensified in the
United States with some calling for similar
measures for Americans, and others warning
the rules could fracture the global internet. US
tech firms, and virtually all companies with
online operations, will need to comply with the
rules if their sites are used in the European
Union, or face hefty financial penalties.

Some American firms, including news sites
like the Los Angeles Times and New York
Daily News, blocked access in the EU
because they were unable to comply with the
General Data Protection Regulation, which
took effect Friday. Other US websites have
shut down entirely, and some have hired con-
sultants to help shut off access for any users
in Europe. Large US tech firms have pledged
compliance with the EU rules, and have in
many cases promised to extend the same pro-
tections worldwide.  But legal challenges filed
in Europe accused Google and Facebook of
failing to abide by the new law.

Why not in US? 
Some US activists argue that the imple-

mentation offers an opportunity to give more
privacy and data protection benefits to
Americans. “We see no reason why US com-
panies, as they strive to comply with the new
European policies, cannot extend the GDPR
standard to American consumers,” said
Katharina Kopp of the Center for Digital
Democracy, one of 28 activist groups endors-
ing a letter in that vein to major US and global
companies.

Senator Ed Markey and three fellow law-
makers introduced a resolution this week that
would call on firms to offer the same protec-
tions of the European law in the US. “The
American people are going to wonder why
they are getting second-class privacy protec-

tions,” said Markey. The law establishes the
key principle that individuals must explicitly
grant permission for their data to be used, and
give consumers a right to know who is
accessing their information and what it will be
used for. Companies can be fined up to 20
million euros ($24 million) or four percent of
annual global turnover for violations.

Cumbersome, confusing 
GDPR critics argue the law is confusing

and cumbersome, and could lead to unintend-
ed effects on both sides of the Atlantic. Daniel
Castro of the Information Technology and
Innovation Foundation, a Washington think
tank, called GDPR “a confusing and impracti-
cal set of rules” that offers consumers little
benefit. “Instead of hiring engineers, compa-
nies are hiring privacy lawyers,” Castro said in
a blog post with researcher Alan McQuinn.

Ryan Radia of the Competitive Enterprise
Institute said that although GDPR was aimed
at Big Tech, it is likely to strengthen the grip of
large internet firms. “This will result in greater
market concentration, as small firms and start-
ups will find it difficult to comply with the
increased regulatory cost burden,” Radia said.

Amy Webb, a fellow at Harvard’s Nieman
Foundation and founder of the Future Today
Institute, warned the new law could lead to a
“splinternet” with different kinds of data avail-
able in various regions of the world, and could
be particularly cumbersome for news organi-
zations. “It’s plausible within a decade, we
could find ourselves stuck in a new digital
divide, where many disparate splinternets
behave and function differently, depending on
where in the world the net is being accessed,”
she said in a blog post this week. Webb said
news organizations could find it especially dif-
ficult to comply because of the need for con-
sent in organizing feeds and promoting con-
tent. “The business model for news, already
tenuous, could be further weakened,” she said.

Henry Farrell, a George Washington
University professor who follows transatlantic
relations, said the entire business model of the
tech sector could be at risk from GDPR. “This
is a fundamental attack on the ‘two sided mar-
ket’ profit model that e-commerce companies
have pioneered of providing services to indi-
viduals, while watching their behavior and
feeding up access or data to advertisers,”
Farrell said in a tweet Friday. — AFP 

BRUSSELS: European Parliament President Antonio Tajani (R) shakes hands as he
welcomes Facebook CEO Mark Zuckerberg (L) at the European Parliament, prior to a
meeting on the data privacy scandal at The European Union headquarters. — AFP 

The scandals 
of Facebook
PARIS: As Facebook chief Mark Zuckerberg
pursues a tour of Europe to explain his compa-
ny’s shortcomings involving the use of data and
fake news, here is a roundup of the scandals.

Cambridge Analytica 
In Facebook’s telling, everything goes back

to 2013 when Russian-American researcher
Aleksandr Kogan creates a personality pre-
diction test app, “thisisyourdigitallife”, which
is offered on the social network. Around
300,000 people download the app, authoris-
ing access to information on their profile and
also to the data of their Facebook friends.

In 2015 Facebook makes changes to its pri-
vacy policy and prevents third-party apps
from accessing the data of user’s friends with-
out their consent. The same year the social
network discovers Kogan has passed on the
information retrieved via his app to the British
company Cambridge Analytica (CA), which
specialises in the analysis of data and strategic
communication. 

In 2016 CA is hired by Donald Trump’s US
presidential campaign. Facebook says it was
assured by CA in 2015 that the data in ques-
tion had been erased. But it estimates the firm
could have had access to the data of up to 87
million users, most in the United States, with-
out their consent, and used this information to
serve the Trump campaign.

Cambridge Analytica, which denies the
accusations, has since filed for voluntary
bankruptcy in the United States and Britain.

Facebook is accused of having been lax in its
protection of user data, slow to intervene and
consistently vague on its privacy settings. In
2011 it signed a consent decree with US con-
sumer protection agency the Federal Trade
Commission (FTC) settling charges that it
deceived consumers by telling them they
could keep their information on Facebook pri-
vate, and then allowing it to be shared and
made public. 

In March this year the FTC said it had
opened an inquiry into Facebook’s privacy
practices, including whether the company vio-
lated the earlier agreement, which would incur
hefty fines. Beyond the CA scandal, Facebook
estimates the data of nearly all its users may
have, at some time, been retrieved without
their knowledge.

Political manipulation 
Facebook and sites like Google, Twitter

and Tumblr are also accused of having
allowed the spread through their networks of
“fake news”, including to manipulate public
opinion ahead of the US election in favor of
Trump. The sites have acknowledged finding
on their platforms messages, accounts and
pages associated with the Internet Research
Agency, a Saint Petersburg operation that is
alleged to be a “troll farm” connected to the
Russian government. 

It is accused of spreading disinformation
and propaganda including via postings-often
in the form of sponsored ads that target users
based on their personal data-that could influ-
ence opinion, for example over immigration.
Facebook is in particular accused of not hav-
ing been vigilant enough on monitoring the
content and authenticity of pages and political
ads that it carries. It announced this year that
it will require that the sponsors of political ads
are identified and verified. — AFP 

WASHINGTON: A SpaceX rocket recently
blasted off a duo of sports car-sized satellites
built by the US and Germany to reveal changes
in sea level rise, ice melt and drought on Earth.
“Three, two, one, liftoff!” said a SpaceX com-
mentator as the Falcon 9 rocket launched from
Vandenberg Air Force Base in California at 12:47
pm Pacific time (1947 GMT).

The $521 million payload, called the Gravity
Recovery and Climate Experiment Follow-on
(GRACE-FO), was successfully deployed into its
planned orbit some 310 miles (500 kilometers)
above the Earth about 10 minutes after liftoff.
The mission picks up from GRACE, a satellite
pair that launched in 2002 and tracked, among
other things, precisely how much ice was lost
each year in Greenland and Antarctica until 2017.
Groundwater, oceans, lakes, rivers and ice sheets
will be monitored by the twin satellites, a joint
mission between the US space agency and
German Research Centre for Geosciences (GFZ).
The pair will fly 137 miles apart, or about the dis-
tance from Los Angeles to San Diego.

How they work 
According to the laws of physics, the slightest

variation in mass on Earth modifies the pull of
gravity on satellites. When the lead satellite
passes over a mountain, it will get slightly farther
from its twin for a few instants because of the
extra mass in this area and a slightly stronger pull
of gravity. These variations in distance will be
constantly recorded by the spacecraft, because
each shift signals a change in mass on the planet
underneath.

The satellites use a monthly reference point,
because unless there is an earthquake or other
unusual event, only water has the capacity to

change that fast. Water always has mass, whether
it is in the form of liquid, solid or gas. When ice
melts, the oceans’ mass rises. 

When it rains a lot in a certain region, the vol-
ume of the aquifers mounts. The satellites will
pick this up, and the data will show that the mass
in a certain area was higher than it was in the
prior month, or year.

That is how the GRACE-FO satellites will
establish a map of the water on Earth, every 30
days, showing which areas have more and which
have less, whether above or below ground. They
operate with a precision equivalent to a change
of 0.4 inches (one centimeter) in water height
across areas of about 211 miles in diameter.

Other satellites to deploy 
After the SpaceX rocket sent off its first pay-

load, GRACE-FO, its second stage continued its
climb in order to deploy a series of commercial
communications satellites for the Virginia-based
company, Iridium. The five Iridium NEXT satel-
lites are “part of the company’s campaign to
replace the world’s largest commercial satellite
network,” said a statement.

A total of 75 satellites for Iridium are being
sent to orbit as part of the upgrade, taking place
over eight launches with SpaceX. “That is a clean
sweep again for all the deployments today,” said
SpaceX  commentator John Insprucker after the
five satellites floated into orbit, one by one. He
said SpaceX had tried but failed to catch the
payload fairing, a nose cone used to protect the
rocket, as it plunged into the ocean.  The fairing
recovery ship “came very close but not quite,” he
said on SpaceX’s webcast. SpaceX did not
attempt to land the first stage of the rocket after
launch. — AFP 

Two sports car-sized satellites in
orbit to measure Earth’s water


